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MAURITANIA  
Food Security Outlook Update September 2010 

Seasonal improvement in food security in spite of flooding problems  
KEY MESSAGES 

! Despite some dryness in July and the first dekad of 

August, grazing conditions are now good across the 

country, in keeping with July's Outlook assumptions. 

The impact of government agriculture programs has 

permitted an expansion of both irrigated and diéri 

cropping, and a significant increase in agricultural 

production is expected. Food security is improving 

seasonably, but the lean season will continue until 

November for poor farming households in central 

river valley. 

 

! Heavy rains and floods have caused extensive 

damage to infrastructure, homes and rainfed crops 

sown in the lowlands. The government estimates that 

as of Sept. 13, about 10,263 families were affected by 

the flooding, many of whom need food and shelter. 

 

Update of the Outlook through December 2010  
 

Our July outlook report projecting trends in food security 

conditions through December of this year assumed a good 

temporal distribution of average to above-average rainfall 

beginning earlier in the year than usual. After the usual 

dry spells, current pastoral conditions in all parts of the 

country are good (Figure 4). Despite rises in food prices, 

trends in terms of trade for livestock/grain are still in 

favor of households selling livestock thanks to the higher 

price of animals (Figure 5).  

 

Already, the size of the area planted in rainfed and 

irrigated crops is just short of the five-year average. A 

cross-check of regional data shows 13,843 hectares of 

land planted in rainy season crops alone, which is nearly 

identical to the average annual area planted in rainy 

season and off-season crops for the last five years (13,871 

ha). Irrigated rice crops are making normal progress and 

are already in the heading stage in many irrigation 

schemes in Trarza and Brakna. Short-cycle rainfed crops 

planted in July able to survive the drought conditions at that time are also currently in the heading stage. The planting of 

long-cycle crops continues. 

 

Figure 1. Food security map for September 2010 

 
Source: FEWS NET 

Figure 2. Projected food security map for October through 
December 2010 

 
  Source: FEWS NET 

For more information on FEWS NET’s Food Insecurity Severity Scale, please 
see: www.fews.net/FoodInsecurityScale 
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With U.S. National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) forecasts calling for good rainfall conditions into September, 

crops planted in August should make good progress and could reach 

full maturity. The outlook for flood-recession (walo, bottomland and 

dam area) crops across the country is good, except in the central 

reaches of the Senegal River Valley. Thus, thanks to the government’s 

agricultural recovery program, grain harvests across the country are 

expected to be good, except in the central reaches of the river valley. 

 

A poor household in the river valley normally meets 30% of its food 

needs through on-farm crop production, mainly from walo crops. It 

also earns 30% of its yearly income from on-farm employment with 

middle-income and wealthy households growing walo crops. This 

year, the flooding period in the central reaches of the river valley, 

which generally begins by late July or early August, did not get 

underway until the first dekad of September. A sixty to ninety-day 

submersion period, with the floodwaters receding early in October, is 

needed to produce what are considered to be good farming 

conditions in this area, which is unlikely with the river cresting so late 

in the season. The small contributions by irrigation schemes, harvests 

of diéri (rainfed) crops, livestock-raising activities and government 

assistance programs should help stabilize food security conditions in 

the central reaches of the river valley currently classified as 

moderately food-insecure until December, provided the underlying 

assumptions for the most likely scenario presented in the July outlook 

report hold true.  

 

The draw-down or depletion of village-level food security reserves 

(SAVS) and the closing of so-called “Ramadan shops” (selling grain at 

subsidized prices) are forcing poor households to resort to local 

markets. With the normal seasonal upswing in prices, food prices 

have been climbing since August, which will affect poor rural 

households without any animals to sell as well as poor city dwellers. 

 

The torrential rains which are still falling in scattered areas across the 

country caused severe damage to infrastructure and homes. The 

government is putting the number of flood-stricken households in 

need of food aid and shelter at approximately 10,163. According to 

the report issued by the government on September 13
th

, the volume 

of aid mobilized to date is still not enough to meet their needs. The government has already begun to distribute tents, 

mats, blankets and food rations of 50 kg of rice, 5 liters of oil and 5 kg of dates to flood-stricken households. With many of 

these households presently housed in public buildings (mainly in schools), the beginning of classes in October is going to 

create serious relocation problems.  

 

There could be a sharp jump in the number of flood victims with NOAA Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) forecasts 

through September 27
th

 calling for more rain. There are growing transportation problems caused by rising water levels in 

rain-filled wadis and the closing of numerous stretches of the country’s main arteries (Figure 6). The government is working 

to repair rain damaged infrastructure to prevent shortages on markets in the interior provisioned mainly by Nouakchott. 

This is further increasing already high food prices, until roads in the interior can be repaired, and curtailing the food access 

of poor rural households. 

Figure 4 : Satellite image of the Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) for the 
third dekad of August showing the condition of 
pasturelands across the country  

 
 Source : Office National de la Météorologie de Mauritanie 

 
 
 
 
 
       
   
 
        Source: Mauritanian National Weather Service 

 
Figure 5. Trends in terms of trade from August 
to September 2010 

Source: FEWS NET 

Market 

Kg of 
sorghum 
per sheep 
Aug. 2010 

Kg of 
sorghum per 
sheep 
Sept. 2010 

KIFFA 92.86 106.67 

KANKOSSA 92.31 103.70 
AIOUN EL 
ATROUSS 100.00 103.45 

KOBONNI 109.09 112.50 

TOUIL 110.00 108.33 

NEMA 100.00 106.67 

DJIGUENNI 110.00 104.17 
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On the other hand, it is virtually impossible to plug 

the leaks in the many dams breached by floodwaters 

in northern and central agropastoral areas, 

particularly in Assaba, Hodh Ech Chargui and Hodh El 

Gharbi. As their only source of grain, the inoperability 

of these dams is going to affect poor farming-

oriented agropastoralist households. Grain 

production in these dam areas in an average year 

meets 30 percent of household food needs and 

accounts for 35 percent of household income (20 

percent from crop sales and 15 percent from on-farm 

employment). With animal (milk) production falling 

off after the end of December, most of the food supply of this group of households comes from harvests of rainfed 

bottomland crops (in February) and dam area crops (in March and April). 

 

 

Seasonal calendar and critical events  

 

 
Source: FEWS NET 

 
 

 
 
Figure 6. A truck attempting to cross a flooded wadi on the 
Route de l’Espoir (the Road of Hope) at Guimi 

 
Source: FEWS NET 


